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Understanding the world of alternatives
Alternative investment strategies have enjoyed explosive growth in recent years as
investors embraced innovation to equip their portfolios for changing financial markets.
In market conditions today, it is especially important to gain a greater understanding of alternative strategies and how they can be used to diversify a
portfolio. The U.S. bull market has reached its six-year milestone, and investors
are concerned with equity valuations, the potential for capital loss in fixed-income
markets, and the trajectory for economic growth going forward. These challenges
are causing investors to consider alternative asset classes and strategies.
As the number and variety of alternative strategies expands, the need for a
framework to compare and evaluate them becomes greater. We believe that
understanding how different alternative strategies may behave in different
environments is essential to utilizing alternatives as an effective source of diversification over market cycles.
This study seeks to make sense of the alternative universe by considering two
important questions: First, what are reasonable performance expectations for alternative investment strategies, and second, how can these strategies fit into a portfolio
of traditional assets?
Answers to these questions are provided in six sections:
• Classification of alternatives by investment objective
• Setting long-term performance expectations
• Performance in various economic scenarios over 20 years
• Analysis of returns and risk-adjusted returns
• Insights about performance characteristics
• Observations for portfolio strategies
About our methodology
We take a rigorous approach to testing the strategies, giving us a high degree of
confidence in our observations. We outline our methodology, assumptions, and
outcomes in Appendix 1, 2, and 3.
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Classification of alternatives by
investment objective
Alternatives come in a wide range of flavors, but the
characteristics that they can add to a portfolio of traditional asset classes and strategies can be narrowed
down to a smaller range of objectives.

Figure 1. Alternatives mapped by objectives
Proxy used in analysis
Bonds

Barclays U.S. Aggregate
Bond Index TR

Stocks

S&P 500 Index TR

Return Enhancer

Private
Equity

Cambridge Associates
US PE Index

•Return Enhancer: Seeks to outperform traditional
equity, fixed-income, or mixed-asset strategies.

Inflation Hedge

Precious
Metals

S&P GSCI Gold Index TR

•Inflation Hedge: Seeks to preserve capital and
purchasing power over time and especially in periods of
increased inflation, when traditional financial assets may
lose purchasing power.

Risk Reducer/
Volatility Dampener

MultiStrategy

Credit Suisse Multi-Strategy
Hedge Fund Index

Global
Macro

Credit Suisse Global Macro
Hedge Fund Index

Managed
Futures

Credit Suisse Managed
Futures Hedge Fund Index

Market
Neutral

Credit Suisse Equity Market
Neutral Hedge Fund Index

Convertible
Arbitrage

Credit Suisse Convertible
Arbitrage Hedge Fund
Index

Traditional

We identify four primary objectives for alternatives.
While the classification of each alternative strategy requires
some subjective decisions, we believe the investment
community generally accepts that most of these strategies
tend to fall into one of the four objective categories:

•Risk Reducer/Volatility Dampener: Seeks to pursue
efficient return streams with an emphasis on reducing the
risk of market drawdowns as well as long-term volatility.

Zero Beta/
Zero Correlation

•Zero Beta/Zero Correlation: Seeks to provide return
that is completely independent from traditional asset
classes.
We then map seven of the most commonly used
alternative strategies to these objectives.
Next, we choose indexes (Figure 1) that can align as
proxies to represent performance of the seven strategies in a reasonably neutral fashion.

“Understanding how different alternative strategies
may behave in different environments is essential
to utilizing alternatives as an effective source of
diversification over market cycles.”
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Setting long-term performance expectations
Our initial examination tracks the return and volatility
of these objectives over 20 years to understand their
general characteristics. Figure 2 plots this data and shows
that the long-term performance characteristics seem
generally appropriate.

Performance in various economic scenarios
over 20 years
We characterize the different economic scenarios of
the past 20 years through the lenses of two variables:
growth and inflation. With two variables, we can
construct four economic scenarios:

Average annualized return
1994–2013 (%)

Figure
2. Returns and volatility of alternative objectives
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l Traditional

Bonds
Stocks

l Return Enhancer

Private Equity

l Inflation Hedge

Precious Metals

l Risk Reducer/

Multi-Strategy
Global Macro

l Zero Beta/

Zero Correlation

Above-trend economic growth with
above-trend inflation

G+/I-

Above-trend economic growth with
below-trend inflation

G-/I+

Below-trend economic growth with
above-trend inflation

G-/I-

Below-trend economic growth with
below-trend inflation

10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Average annualized volatility (%)

Volatility Dampener

G+/I+

Figure 3. Economic scenarios from 1994 to 2013
G+/I15.0% of
the time
G+/I+
37.5% of
the time

G-/I22.5% of
the time

Managed Futures
Market Neutral
Convertible Arbitrage

G-/I+
25.0% of
the time

Source: Putnam Investments. Indexes are unmanaged and do not incur
expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance is
not a guarantee of future results.
Source: Putnam Investments.

To establish the scenarios of above- and below-trend
economic growth, we use the Chicago Fed National
Activity Index (CFNAI). For the purpose of this analysis,
the growth signal is a three-month simple moving
average of the CFNAI.

These results can help us shape expectations for
investment performance from alternatives. The two
extreme outliers in the chart are the Return Enhancer
category, with high returns and volatility, and traditional
bonds, with the lowest volatility and nearly the lowest
returns. The other alternative categories demonstrated
lower volatility than stocks and higher volatility than
bonds, while their returns varied.

To measure and establish the standard for above- and
below-trend inflation, we use the year-over-year (YoY)
change in Core Consumer Price Index (CPI) (for additional
information on the statistics used for growth and inflation, please consult Appendix 1).

With an understanding of how these objectives
perform over long time periods and multiple market
cycles, we then examine how they perform in specific
periods by breaking down the 20-year period into shorter
segments. The goal is to identify whether the performance of each alternative category is consistent across
periods or if there are aberrations from the long-term
trend in specific periods. This understanding can help to
guide investment decisions.

We then calculate the time that is spent in each
economic scenario. Results are displayed in Figure 3.
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Analysis of returns and risk-adjusted returns
Working with the economic scenarios, we then calculate
the annualized performance and volatility of the alternative asset classes conditional to each scenario. (Note:
We took a step to eliminate look-ahead bias by calculating conditional investment strategy returns based on

the prior quarter’s economic data. For example, data
about strategy returns from the first quarter of 1994 are
conditional on economic data from the fourth quarter
of 1993.) Figure 4 charts performance of alternatives as
well as stocks and bonds in all four scenarios.

Figure 4. Returns of traditional and alternative strategies in different economic scenarios

G+/I-

l Return Enhancer

l Risk Reducer/

Multi-Strategy

l Zero Beta/
Zero Correlation

15.1
24.5
-0.4
8.7

Global Macro

Managed Futures

9.2

Managed Futures

10.6

Market Neutral

l Risk Reducer/
Volatility
Dampener

Zero Correlation

9.9
1.5
6.5

Market Neutral

6.7

9.2

Convertible
Arbitrage

Average annualized return (%)

Average annualized return (%)

G-/I-

G-/I+
6.8
12.2

Stocks

Private Equity

12.2

Private Equity
17.7

Precious Metals
11.8

Multi-Strategy

5.1

Bonds

Stocks

15.9

Global Macro
Managed Futures

l Zero Beta/

10.4

Multi-Strategy

9.6

Bonds

l Inflation Hedge

9.3

Precious Metals

Convertible
Arbitrage

l Return Enhancer

13.3

Private Equity

Global Macro

l Traditional

10.6

Stocks

Private Equity
Precious Metals

3.5

Bonds

Stocks

l Inflation Hedge
Volatility
Dampener

6.3

Bonds

l Traditional

G+/I+

2.3

Precious Metals

1.1

Multi-Strategy

1.0
10.0

Global Macro

1.1

Market Neutral -5.6
Convertible
Arbitrage

-3.7

Managed Futures

6.3

Market Neutral

5.8

Convertible
Arbitrage

16.7

Average annualized return (%)

-4.2

Average annualized return (%)

Source: Putnam Investments.
Indexes are unmanaged and do not incur expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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Of course, in investing today, no asset class or strategy is
considered for its return potential alone. Investment risk
is also a paramount concern. Figure 5 takes our analysis

a step further by bringing volatility, as measured by
standard deviation, into the framework, and charts the
Sharpe ratio of each strategy.

Figure 5. Sharpe ratios of traditional and alternative strategies in different economic scenarios

G+/I-

l Traditional
l Return Enhancer

Bonds

0.63

Bonds

Stocks

0.67

Stocks
1.30

Private Equity

l Inflation Hedge

Precious Metals

l Risk Reducer/

Multi-Strategy

Volatility
Dampener

-0.35
0.65

Zero Correlation

0.70

Private Equity

0.57

Precious Metals

0.57
1.09
1.20

Global Macro

0.58

Managed Futures
1.22

Market Neutral
Convertible
Arbitrage

0.20

Multi-Strategy

0.38

Global Macro
Managed Futures

l Zero Beta/

G+/I+

-0.19
0.77

Market Neutral
Convertible
Arbitrage

0.27
In-sample Sharpe ratios

0.59
In-sample Sharpe ratios

G-/I+

G-/I1.24

Bonds
l Traditional
l Return Enhancer

Precious Metals

l Risk Reducer/

Multi-Strategy

l Zero Beta/
Zero Correlation

Stocks

0.75

Private Equity

l Inflation Hedge
Volatility
Dampener

0.52

Stocks

Private Equity
1.51

0.97
1.79

Global Macro
Managed Futures
Market Neutral

-0.10

-0.38
-0.02

Precious Metals

-0.09

Multi-Strategy

-0.17
0.71

Global Macro
0.30

Managed Futures

-0.31

Convertible
Arbitrage

0.59

Bonds

Market Neutral
Convertible
Arbitrage

0.90

0.70
-0.41
In-sample Sharpe ratios

In-sample Sharpe ratios
Source: Putnam Investments.

Indexes are unmanaged and do not incur expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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Insights about performance characteristics
The primary use for alternatives is to complement traditional asset classes, but not to replace the traditional
allocations entirely.

•Returns appear significantly higher in periods of belowtrend growth and below-trend inflation (G-/I-), while
appearing significantly lower in periods of above-trend
growth and below-trend inflation (G+/I-).

To determine which alternatives are best equipped
to complement traditional asset classes in specific
economic scenarios, our study also analyzes the correlation and beta statistics of each alternative versus stocks
and bonds.

Risk Reducer/Volatility Dampener
•The category appears to balance the providing of stable
absolute returns with fairly low volatility, resulting in some
of the most attractive risk-adjusted returns over the full
sample period.

One important aspect of the analysis is to identify
if there are economic environments in which alternatives behave differently than they perform over the full
20-year period. We apply a t-test that allows us to determine if there is a meaningful difference in performance of
a particular alternative strategy during a specific period,
or if this variation is due to random chance.

•Both the Multi-Strategy and Global Macro indexes
display fairly low sensitivity to traditional stocks and
bonds, as evidenced by beta, which indicates a potential
diversification benefit.
•Of the two proxies, Global Macro tends to have a slightly
higher return and volatility compared with Multi-Strategy,
while the cross-sectional analysis of the two suggests
that they behave in a similar fashion.

The data for each strategy and scenario can be found in
Appendix 3, but our observations are summarized below.

• oth indexes also display fairly consistent return streams
B
over varying economic scenarios, with each having only
one period in which returns are meaningfully different from
the full sample return (Multi-Strategy has lower returns in
G-/I+, while Global Macro has higher returns in G-/I-).

Return Enhancer
•Perhaps not surprisingly, our Return Enhancer proxy,
Private Equity, generates the highest absolute return
over our entire sample period, while also delivering fairly
attractive risk-adjusted returns.

•Its returns appear to be significantly higher in periods of
above-trend economic growth and below-trend inflation
(G+/I-), which coincides directly with traditional stocks.

Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
•Though returns of the three proxies are in the range of
approximately 5%–7% over the full sample period, there
are clear return divergences within economic scenarios,
with no cross-sectional consistencies.

•Returns appear to be significantly lower in periods of
below-trend growth and above-trend inflation (G-/I+),
again coinciding with traditional stocks.

•Unexpectedly, both Equity Market Neutral and the
Convertible Arbitrage indexes have a positive beta bias
over the full sample.

•Its ability to offer investors diversification from traditional
stocks is not compelling, as its full sample correlation is 0.77.

•Managed Futures appears to maintain low and quite
often negative correlation and beta to traditional stocks,
making it an attractive diversification choice from that
regard.

Inflation Hedge
•Overall, the results are mixed for our Inflation Hedge
proxy, the S&P GSCI Gold Total Return Index. More
specialized research would be needed to specifically
address the role the proxy plays in a portfolio.

•The Market Neutral proxy appears to show signs of a
meaningful spike in volatility during periods of belowtrend economic growth and below-trend inflation (G-/I-),
which also skews the volatility over the full sample.

•The category appears to offer some attractive
diversification benefits to both traditional stocks and
bonds. However, its overall returns are muted.
•Additionally, it is unclear if the category is a true
inflation hedge, as analysis of its returns suggests that
performance is influenced by economic growth.
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Observations for portfolio strategies
Our goal with this research is to offer insights to help you
understand which alternative strategies can help equip
a portfolio to pursue its goals more efficiently. The data
demonstrate that over long time horizons such as 20
years, alternative investment strategies have generally
met the expectations of their performance objectives.

Our findings also reveal that in specific types of economic
periods, the performance of some alternatives can diverge
from their long-term characteristics.
These observations about long-term performance
characteristics, and how the strategies can diverge from
expectations in specific types of economic scenarios,
provide a framework for differentiating the strategies and
applying them to serve portfolio goals.

Our study confirms that alternative strategies can represent
valuable innovations to the toolbox of portfolio choices.

Figure 6. Return Enhancer and Risk Reducer/Volatility Dampener strategies delivered among the best
Sharpe ratios over the full 20-year period, 1994–2013.
Bonds

l Traditional

Stocks

l

Return Enhancer

l

Inflation Hedge

l

Risk Reducer/
Volatility Dampener

l

0.73
0.37

Private Equity

0.69

Precious Metals

0.21
0.55

Multi-Strategy
Global Macro

0.72
0.25

Managed Futures
Zero Beta/
Zero Correlation

Market Neutral

0.13
0.28

Convertible Arbitrage

Sharpe ratio
Sources: Cambridge Associates, S&P, Credit Suisse, and Putnam Investments.
Indexes are unmanaged and do not incur expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Figure 7. Review of highest and lowest rankings in key performance metrics*
Alternative proxy
with highest
risk-adjusted returns

Alternative proxy
with lowest
risk-adjusted returns

Alternative proxy with
lowest equity beta

Alternative proxy with
lowest equity correlation

G+/I+

l Risk Reducer/Volatility
Dampener (Global Macro)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Market Neutral)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Market Neutral)

G+/I-

l Return Enhancer (Private
Equity)

l Inflation Hedge (Precious
Metals)

l Inflation Hedge (Precious
Metals)

l Inflation Hedge (Precious
Metals)

G-/I+

l Risk Reducer/Volatility
Dampener (Global Macro)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Convertible Arbitrage)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

G-/I-

l Risk Reducer/Volatility
Dampener (Global Macro)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Market Neutral)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

All scenarios —
full 20-year
period

l Risk Reducer/Volatility
Dampener (Global Macro)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Market Neutral)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation
(Managed Futures)

Economic
scenario

1Low equity beta and equity correlation indicate diversification potential.
Data supporting Figures 3–7 are for the period 1994 to 2013.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Assumptions and methodology regarding
economic scenarios
As noted above, to establish the scenarios of aboveand below-trend economic growth, we use the Chicago
Fed National Activity Index (CFNAI). The CFNAI is a
weighted average of 85 indicators of national economic
activity drawn from four broad categories of data
production and income; employment, unemployment,
and hours; personal consumption and housing; and
sales, orders, and inventories. A zero value for the index
indicates that the national economy is expanding at its
historical trend rate of growth; negative values indicate
below-average growth; and positive values indicate
above-average growth. For the purpose of this analysis,
the growth signal was a three-month simple moving
average of the CFNAI. We establish two scenarios for
economic growth: (1) a positive number representing
above-trend growth, or (2) a negative number representing below-trend growth.

Performance data
Regarding the data for analyzing the alternative strategies, our analysis uses quarterly return data collected
from December 31, 1993, through December 31, 2013
(80 quarters), as it is readily available for the Credit
Suisse Hedge Fund Indices.
Another challenge to note when discussing alternative strategies is that the reported returns may
experience some degree of positive autocorrelation,
which is typically the result of smoothed returns. Many
of the alternative investment strategy indices used in
this analysis, including Private Equity, display this property. To mitigate its effect, returns are unsmoothed,
assuming first-order autocorrelation.

To measure and establish the standard for above- and
below-trend inflation, we use the year-over-year (YoY)
change in Core Consumer Price Index (CPI). The CPI
is a time series measure of the price level of consumer
goods and services that are collected from 87 urban
areas throughout the United States and from 23,000
retail and service establishments. In addition, data on
rents are collected from approximately 50,000 landlords or tenants. The weight of any item in the index is
derived from the reported expenditures on that item
as estimated by the Consumer Expenditure Survey.
Our inflation signal looks at the YoY change in Core CPI
relative to its three-year simple moving average. We
establish two types of inflation scenarios: (1) above-trend
inflation for when the current YoY Core CPI was above its
moving average, and (2) below-trend inflation for when
the current YoY Core CPI was below its moving average.
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Appendix 3
Statistical summary for alternative strategies, 1994–2013.
For the T-test, the typical convention for assessing statistical significance is a = 0.05, which coincides with a
95% confidence interval.
l Return Enhancer (Private Equity)

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

G+/I+

13.3

18.2

0.57

-0.21

1.07

-0.10

0.63

-0.02

G+/I-

24.5

16.0

1.30

3.43

0.72

-0.74

0.76

-0.19

G-/I+

2.3

19.0

-0.02

-2.70

1.00

-2.25

0.89

-0.47

G-/I-

12.1

13.5

0.75

-0.75

0.56

-1.38

0.82

-0.40

ALL

14.4

16.7

0.69

—

0.76

-1.13

0.77

-0.26

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

Economic
scenario

Equity
Bond
correlation correlation

Source: Putnam Investments.

l Inflation Hedge (Precious Metals)

Economic
scenario

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Equity
Bond
correlation correlation

G+/I+

9.3

11.1

0.57

1.13

0.24

-1.87

0.20

-0.46

G+/I-

-0.4

11.7

-0.35

-2.86

-0.22

0.79

-0.33

0.28

G-/I+

1.1

17.1

-0.09

-1.12

-0.18

1.95

-0.18

0.45

G-/I-

17.7

10.4

1.51

5.16

0.03

-0.38

0.06

-0.14

ALL

5.7

13.0

0.21

—

-0.09

0.58

-0.12

0.17

Source: Putnam Investments.

l Risk Reducer/Volatility Dampener (Multi-Strategy)

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

G+/I+

10.4

6.9

1.09

1.27

0.41

-1.51

0.65

-0.60

G+/I-

8.7

7.7

0.65

0.55

0.10

0.26

0.22

0.14

G-/I+

0.9

10.7

-0.17

-2.78

0.32

-0.07

0.51

-0.03

G-/I-

11.8

10.2

0.97

1.72

0.28

-0.83

0.54

-0.32

7.9

9.0

0.55

—

0.24

-0.19

0.45

-0.08

Economic
scenario

ALL
Source: Putnam Investments.
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Appendix 3

continued

l Risk Reducer/Volatility Dampener (Global Macro)

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

G+/I+

9.9

5.8

1.20

-0.81

0.21

-0.88

0.39

-0.42

G+/I-

9.6

15.8

0.38

-0.57

0.33

0.70

0.36

0.18

G-/I+

10.0

10.1

0.71

-0.56

-0.06

1.24

-0.10

0.48

G-/I-

15.9

7.8

1.79

2.65

0.09

-0.02

0.22

-0.01

ALL

11.3

11.6

0.72

—

0.15

0.54

0.22

0.18

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

Economic
scenario

Equity
Bond
correlation correlation

Source: Putnam Investments.

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation (Managed Futures)

Economic
scenario

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Equity
Bond
correlation correlation

G+/I+

1.5

7.7

-0.19

-1.70

0.40

-0.61

0.57

-0.22

G+/I-

9.2

9.5

0.58

2.26

-0.14

0.74

-0.24

0.38

G-/I+

6.2

11.5

0.30

0.36

-0.26

1.32

-0.38

0.45

G-/I-

1.1

9.0

-0.10

-2.10

-0.22

0.14

-0.47

0.06

ALL

5.3

9.6

0.25

—

-0.15

0.63

-0.27

0.25

Source: Putnam Investments.

l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation (Market Neutral)

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

G+/I+

6.5

4.5

0.77

1.39

-0.03

-0.63

-0.08

G+/I-

10.8

5.7

1.22

5.75

0.21

0.04

0.62

0.03

G-/I+

5.7

4.3

0.70

1.10

0.11

-0.10

0.45

-0.10

G-/I-

-5.6

24.3

-0.31

-1.89

0.73

-1.99

0.59

-0.32

ALL

4.6

12.9

0.13

—

0.34

-0.57

0.44

-0.17

Economic
scenario

Source: Putnam Investments.
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l Zero Beta/Zero Correlation (Convertible Arbitrage)

Average
annualized
returns
(%)

Volatility
(%)

Sharpe
ratio

T-test

Equity
beta

Bond beta

9.2

10.5

0.59

0.77

0.46

-1.33

0.48

-0.34

G+/I-

6.7

11.0

0.27

-0.09

0.34

0.14

0.52

0.05

G-/I+

-4.2

17.1

-0.41

-2.74

0.29

0.57

0.29

0.13

G-/I-

16.7

16.4

0.90

2.68

0.26

-0.64

0.32

-0.15

ALL

6.9

14.1

0.28

—

0.33

-0.01

0.40

0.00

Economic
scenario
G+/I+

Source: Putnam Investments.
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